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I.

INTRODUCTION

1,8

Since its inception in 1946 , nuclear magnetic
resonance has provided a useful tool for the study of
nuclear magnetism in bulk matter*

In turn, the behavior

of nuclear moments has provided some insight into the
interactions between the nuclei and the lattice, where
the -’’lattice” incorporates all the degrees of freedom
of the sample except those associated with the nuclear
spin*
The quantities which can be determined by nuclear
magnetic resonance techniques in bulk matter are:
1, The magnitude and sign of the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio;
2, The line shape function;
3*

The spin-spin relaxation time Tg;

4,

The spin-lattice relaxation time T-^;

5*

The diffusion constants related to molecular
and spin diffusion*

Quantities (1) and (2) are best measured with continuous
wave nuclear magnetic resonance apparatus*

The relaxation

times (3) and (4) and the diffusion constants (5) can
be measured by either continuous wave or transient nuclear
magnetic resonance apparatus*

The most suitable method for

the relaxation time measurements depends on the magnitude
of the relaxation times, transient methods being more
suitable for shorter relaxation times.

The remainder of

2
this thesis will he devoted to describing transient tech¬
niques for measuring relaxation times.
In order to clarify what is meant by spin-spin and
spin-lattice relaxation times, it will be necessary to
examine in some detail the interactions among the nuclei
and between the nuclei and the lattice.
Spin-Spin Interactions
A system of interest from the point of view of nu¬
clear magnetic resonance consists of a macroscopic sample
of a material containing nuclei with non-zero spin angular
momentum in their ground state.

In all real materials the

nuclear spins interact among themselves through their
magnetic dipole moments to a degree determined by the
character of the lattice in which they are imbedded and
the temperature.

The effects of these interactions will

be qualitatively examined by examining the properties of
an idealized system with no interactions and then allowing
interactions to take place within the system.

First, two

highly idealized systems consisting of a single nuclear
spin in a magnetic field and a system of N non-interacting
spins in a magnetic field will be considered.

Finally,,

interactions will be introduced into the system of N spins.
A single nuclear spin in a magnetic field

Ho &

with a maximum z-projection of spin angular momentum
can be characterized by a set of magnetic quantum

3

numbers m^ taking the values -I ,-I +

This

system will possess (21 + 1) z-projections of magnetic
dipole momentJJL* =

, where *6

ratio of the nuclei and

is the geomagnetic

is Planck*s constant divided

by 21T y and (21 + 1) non-degenerate energy levels E=-yHJim.
The separation between adjacent energy levels is given by
, where COQ—
frequency.

is called the Larmor

If a quantity of energy

%Wo is supplied to

this syst'em, it can be induced to make a transition to a
higher energy level.

Thus, a system composed of a single

nuclear spin in a magnetic field can absorb or emit a
monochromatic quantum of energy

"^T^0

If a system composed of N indistinguishable, non¬
interacting nuclear spins is placed in a magnetic field
//o 2r

, it will possess a maximum z-projection of spin

angular momentum Nl^f

0

This system can be characterized

by (2NI + 1) magnetic quantum numbers M taking the values
,

“NI, -NI + I,,,,, 4-NI and (21

j

+1)

energy states (this

can be easily seen by considering the system of N spins to
be composed of N systems of one spin),

Thus each energy

level (excluding those with M s -NI and -t-NI) is highly
degenerate, i„e, for each value of M there are many energy
states with the same energy.

Again as in the case of a

single spin, the separation between adjacent energy levels
is given by lAEl= t&e

o

Hence the system still
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possesses a well defined Larmor frequency C&o .
Finally, consider a system composed of N indistin¬
guishable, interacting spins.

The system will still have

(2NI + 1) magnetic quantum numbers M and (2NI +1) energy
levels.

However, the degeneracy of each level is removed,

or at least partially removed, so that the (2NI + 1) energy
levels are no longer sharp but possess a finite width de¬
termined by the type and magnitude of the spin-spin inter¬
action,

For this system the separation between adjacent

energy levels is no longer a definite number,

COo

> but

consists of a distribution of values centered about
Thus the absorption or emission of energy by the system
will be described by a shape function g<AU})

, where

Atgives the frequency separation from
The line shape function Q(AW)

U)Q-

Xtio .

is assumed to be normalized

■HOO

to unity, i,e„j ^(AU)) d(bU))* I
CjCAtu)

a so that the value of

gives the fraction of the nuclei with Larmor

frequencies between Aand

dtMo)

In many cases of physical interest, the interactions
among the nuclear spins can be represented to a good ap¬
proximation by the dipole-dipole interaction between all
pairs of dipoles in the sample.

The dipole-dipole inter¬

actions between magnetic dipoles can be regarded as the
interaction between each magnetic dipole and the “local”'
magnetic field produced at the site of this dipole by the
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remaining (N-l) dipoles.

The local field can be divided

into a static field and a rotating field.

The rotating

field arises because of the Larmor precession of the
magnetic dipoles in the magnetic field

.

Each

component of the local field produces a characteristic
broadening of the energy levels of the spin system.

The

static component is spatially inhomogeneous; therefore,
it introduces various energy separations between the
energy states belonging to each energy level.

The ro¬

tating component is capable of inducing transition between
adjacent energy levels.

Thus, if the transition probability

produced by the rotating component is almost unity after an
interval of time

At

, then the energy state will be

broadened by the amount

according to the

Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle.

Both of these mechanisms

lead to broadened energy levels and to a distribution of
Larmor frequencies described by a line shape function^^^).
In most liquids and in some solids it has been found
possible to characterize the line shape function by a single
time constant,

TQ,

called the total relaxation time.

This

time constant includes the effect of spin-lattice interac¬
tions as well as spin-spin interactions, i.e.
t

where Tg

,

-Js s.

/L

41

•/

is the spin-spin relaxation time resulting only

from the spin-spin interactions and T-^ is the spin lattice
relaxation time.
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In liquids and in some solids measured values of T2
are in good agreement with those calculated assuming only
dipole-dipole interactions,
Spin-Lattice Interactions
If a system of N weakly interacting nuclear spins
is in thermal equilibrium with the lattice at a temperature
T in a magnetic field

and if

, then

there will be an average z-component of the magnetization
given by

3

1,
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, and
T is the absolute temperature.
If by some means the magnetization is reduced to zero,
it will return to its equilibrium value at a rate governed
by the type and magnitude of the interactions between the
spin system and the lattice.

Thus by measuring the rate

at which the magnetization returns to its equilibrium
value some characteristics of the spin-lattice interaction
can be inferred.
It has been found in liquids and many solids that the
growth of the magnetization is exponential and can be
characterized by a single time constant, T-^, called the
spin-lattice relaxation time.’*

When this is the case,

■ss-In some solids the growth of the magnetization
cannot be characterized by a single time constant. See
references 4 and 5,

7
measured values of T-^ can be compared with those calculated
assuming definite types of spin-lattice interactions.
In summary, the line shape function 0 (Aco) , the spinlattice relaxation time T]_, and the spin-spin relaxation
time Tg characterize the type and magnitude of the inter¬
actions among the spins and between the spin system and
the lattice.
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II.

THEORY
To give a complete description of nuclear magnetic

resonance in solids and liquids it is necessary to use
quantum mechanics and to consider all of the interactions
of the nuclear spin system with its surroundings.

In

isotropic materials such as liquids and certain classes of
solids it is possible to use rather simple classical
methods to describe quantatively the most significant
aspects of nuclear magnetic resonance.

In fact* it is

possible, at least in principle, to describe nuclear
magnetic resonance in all solids by classical methods.
However, the solution of the equations in anisotropic
materials would be exceedingly difficult.

The advantage

of the classical approach in isotropic materials is that
it leads to an easily visualized picture of the resonance
condition which is very useful in understanding transient
nuclear resonance experiments.

The major disadvantage of

the classical approach is that it introduces parameters
(i.e. T]_ and Tg) which cannot be calculated by classical
methods.

The procedure generally followed is to retain

the classical picture of the resonance process but to
calculate the constants quantum mechanically.

The re~

mainder of this section will be devoted to presenting the
classical description of transient nuclear magnetic
resonance experiments in liquids and solids and to

9

indicating the limitations of the classical description®
The experimental arrangement necessary to perform a
nuclear magnetic resonance experiment is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1.

A sample containing nuclei with

non-zero nuclear spin is surrounded by a receiver coil .
whose axis is along the y-axis of a stationary coordinate
system,,

A set of coils, the transmitter coils, aligned

along the x-axis produce a linearly polarized r-f magnetic
field 2H^ cosCOt.'

Both coils and the sample are placed

in a large magnetic field
x-axis«

HQ

directed along the positive

An experiment is performed by applying a .sequence

of pulses of r-f power to the transmitter coil.

If the

sequence of magnetic field pulses produced result in a
time-varying y-component of the bulk magnetization of the
sample, then a voltage will be induced in the receiver
coil®

The magnitude and time dependence of this induced

voltage can be calculated from the magnitude and time de¬
pendence of the y-component of the bulk magnetization
through the equation^

where V(t) is the voltage induced in the receiver coil,
G- is a geometrical factor determined by the size and
position of the receiver coil and the number of turns,
and
M (t) is the y-component of the bulk magnetization.
«y

See Appendix I
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The procedure to be followed is clear.

The y-component of

the bulk magnetization is calculated after the application
of a particular sequence of r-f pulses to the transmitter
coil (see Figure 4) and then Equation 2 is used to calculate
the resulting voltage induced in the receiver coil.
The classical description of nuclear* magnetic resonance
is obtained by solving a set of equations first derived by

1

Bloch

g

and modified somewhat by Hahn .

This set of equations

describes the time dependence of the bulk magnetization when
the nuclear spin system is subjected to a large static
magnetic field HQ and a small rotating magnetic field
perpendicular to

HQ.

The method of arriving at this set of

equations is as follows:
It is assumed that the bulk magnetization of a sample
of non-interacting spins (the relaxation times T-^ and Tg
are infinite) in a magnetic field H obeys the classical
equation
3e
where

V* is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nuclei,

1

It has been found experimentally

that the damping

effects of spin-lattice and spin-spin interactions can be
accounted for by adding additional terms to the above
equation:

dr

71

ij

*J
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where T^ is called the longitudinal relaxation time, and
Tc is called the transverse relaxation time.
The introduction of the relaxation times T^ and Tg
in the form shown is valid if and only if the following
two conditions are satisfied;
A. If the value of the magnetization of a sample
along the z-axis does not have its equilibrium
value

MQ

as given by Equation 1, then its ap¬

proach to this equilibrium value will be
described by the equation

M^t)-

,j

*

')

/T

*

B. If there exist traisverse components of the
magnetization at t s 0, then the value of these
transverse components will decay exponentially
with a time constant Tg according to the equations

Myf*)«
The solution of the Bloch equations (Equation 4) is
greatly simplified if they are transformed to a coordinate
system rotating about the z-direction'with an angular
velocity 60 •

Y

The direction of rotation is clockwise if

is positive and counterclockwise if

r

is negative.

If M&, M-Jr, and M£ are the components of the magnetization
in the rotating coordinate system, then the Bloch equations
become:

12

<M

—H.

O*

- AO)

M/

^1 Mi

d^-

=
1L

- eq
d/tr

where

'/

OJ0—OJ,

oui = 'tf' M,,
66>o = Y /ta #
To get the equations in this form it is assumed that
the magnetic field in the rotating coordinate system is
given by

H — ^

^

H

Hahn^ has added a time dependent term

«+)

to these

equations to account for the experimentally observed damping
which arises from molecular diffusion during the course of
the experimento

With this modification the Bloch equations

become:

d

Jj&

^

HU,,

- 4W, /Mu3 = - Mi--/Ho
T

Sb.

6

The magnetization in the stationary coordinate system
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is given by the following' equations:

ccticdt -

(dj7.

M 2:

-

a

To calculate the voltage induced in the receiver coil,
it is necessary to know M

as a function of time.

This

requires that both MJ^. and M^- be determined.
The Bloch equations will be solved first for the case
of no interactions, i.e. where all damping terms are neg¬
lected.

With these solutions it is possible to define

what is meant by 90° and 180° pulses.
The Bloch equations without damping terms are:

8a.

8b

8c«

The solutions of these equations with the initial
COIld.it 1nri Q

Ml

—

onrl MJL

~

Ml

a.

n

QY♦

9a.

9b.
9c
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where

CU1 = “11UJf •
In real materials

ALL)-

CU0— iP cannot he made zero

simultaneously for all spins because of the finite width
of the energy levels.

The maximum value

can have

and still be effective in causing energy transitions is
approximately one half the line width.

Thus if

6

is selected to be much larger than the line width, then

uj'fg U>!
In this case the solutions are

.

10

These equations show that the magnetization M*
rotates about the x’-axis with a circular frequencytd^V/^y#
Thus at t s tw the magnetization M* makes an angle

^ ty/

with the z-axis of the stationary coordinate system.
Two angles are of'special significance:
pulse (of length tw) producing
this angle of rotation is called a 90° pulse.
The magnetization vector of magnitude MQ is
rotated into the x^y* plane in the rotating
coordinate system.

In the stationary coordinate

system the magnetization is in the x-y plane and
processes about the z-direction.

See Appendix II

For a 90° pulse
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there is no longitudinal magnetization and the
transverse magnetization has its maximum value.
8-

e=7T= y/*,Av A pulse that rotates the magneti¬
zation through 180° is called a 180° pulse.

In

this case the transverse magnetization is zero and
the longitudinal magnetization has its equilibrium
value along the negative z-axis in the stationary
coordinate system.
Spin Echoes In Liquids
If two pulses of r-f power of proper lengths and
separation are applied to a liquid sample, a spontaneous
signal will arise from the sample at a definite interval
of time following the second pulse.
the sample is called a spin-echo0

This r-f signal from
The formation of a spin-

echo will be described in two special cases using the Bloch
equations»
Case I.

Two r-f pulses of length tw are applied to

the transmitter coil at times t = 0 and t s ^ «

The pulse

width and pulse separation must satisfy the inequality:

< £ < T,li‘
The procedure followed in solving the Bloch equations
for this case will be written down.
Procedure for Solving the Bloch Equations in This Case.
Step 1.

The pulse width is assumed to be so short

16
(t4£.T, ,T0) that all damping terms in the Bloch equations
can be neglected.

The Bloch equations without damping

terms (Equations 8) are then solved and t = tw is sub¬
stituted for the time.
M£,- M*., and M£ at t
Step 2.
CVf

s

This provides a set of values for
tw.

For the time interval between pulses where

= 0, the Bloch equations with damping terms are solved

using the initial conditions provided by the results of
step 1.
Step 3.

This is a repetition of step 1 using the

initial conditions provided by step 2 at t = .
Step 4.

This is a repetition of step 2 using the

initial conditions provided by the results of step 3 at
t =

ZT +

tw

When the above procedure is carried out, equations
for M* and M' are obtained which are functions of ACO and
t.

The functions M.x'A&uOs t) and t) are then multiplied
y
by the line shape function g(Al*J) and integrated over .
This results in two functions of time, M^(t) and M^.(t).
Actually, in most cases of interest g(Al^) is symmetrical
about^0)- 0, i.e. CO=COo
function of AnCU .

, and U^{AU)9t) is an odd

In these cases M£(t) S 0.

If the line shape function is assumed to be Gaussian®

17

A
where Tg = tbM

$

and

A

is the rras half width at

half amplitude of the line shape function; then the fol*

lowing expressions are found for M^.(t):

6

wher-'

In the above equations k is a parameter directly
proportional to the molecular diffusion coefficient of
the liquido
Equation 11, which represents the magnetization after
the first pulse,

is

called the induction decay signal.

The first term in Equation 12 is the induction decay fol¬
lowing the second pulse and the second term is the echo
which has its maximum value at t s 2£T,
If the values of Tw and H-j. are selected so that
,

the induction decay signals and the echo have

their maximum values;

13

/n^(+)= -Aio£

18
POP

/

±J~.

/ LOO

Case II.
t = ZT*

7

Two pulses are applied at t = 0 and

The first pulse has width tw and the second pulse

has width 2 tw.

The remaining conditions are the same as

in Case I,
The solutions are (neglecting the effects of molecular
diffusion):
For bw + tb'C

/Htj/f)—

foo

Q

For

+’kM0Aft}(u//'h/) ( cm(^UJ,{w\+i)

If

V/^Tiv— ^~L

^
^

<o-

itji -h^1\

16

«

, the above equations becomes
become

17.

For

Z-n+w
18.

19
Thus the echo signal is larger than in Case I and
there is no induction decay following the second pulse.
Several other sequences of pulses have been used to
7
produce echoes. The sequence of Carr and Purcell can
reduce the effect of molecular diffusion considerably.
This sequence and others will be shown when the experi¬
mental results are given.
Pulsed Nuclear Magnetic Resonance in Solids
The technique of spin-echoes can be used in solids
but the formulae derived in the preceding section are not,
in general, valid because transverse components of the
magnetization seldom decay exponentially with a well defined
constant Tg, i.e. condition B (page 11) used in deriving the
Bloch equations is violated.
Pulsed nuclear magnetic resonance in solids consists
essentially in observing the amplitude of the induction
decay tail following a 90° pulse.

It has been shown0

that the maximum amplitude of the induction decay tail
following a 90° pulse is proportional to the value of the
magnetization just before the pulse was applied.

Thus,

if a sample is in thermal equilibrium and a 90° pulse is
applied at t s 0, the maximum amplitude of the induction
decay is proportional to M^, the equilibrium value of the
o
magnetization. If a second 90 pulse is applied at t =
,

20
the maximum value of the induction decay tail is proportional
to M(£T

Thus by using a sequence of 90° pulses separated

by various times
can be observed,,

z(>n)

» the growth of the magnetization

Prom these observations the value of the

spin-lattice relaxation time can be determined.
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III.

MEASUREMENT OP RELAXATION TIMES
The transient techniques useful for measuring spin-

lattice and spin-spin relaxation times will be described
in this section.
Spin-Spin Relaxation Time Tg
Method A:®

This method employs two 90° pulses, or

a 90° and a 180° pulse, separated by a time interval

X

, which is less than the spin-spin relaxation time

Tg, i.e. £"<

Tg.

An echo signal will arise from the sample at time
2 ~C

after the first pulse.

From Equation 14 of the

preceding section it is seen that the amplitude of the
echo depends on the spin-spin relaxation time T0 and
on the molecular diffusion coefficient through k„

~-6/r

liquids of moderate viscosity the term Q

'2-

In

will

dominate and the echo amplitude will decay as;

jE od

Q'^/TX.

Thus by using various pulse separations,

ZT

, the spin-

spin relaxation time can be determined from the semi-log
plot of the echo amplitude as a function of. 2 ZT .

An.,

obvious limitation of this method of measuring T£ is the
rate of molecular diffusion.

If molecular diffusion is

too rapid, as in liquids of low viscosity, the echo am¬
plitude will be determined by both spin-spin relaxation

22

and by molecular diffusion.

Method A is therefore only

suitable for measuring relaxation times in liquids of
moderate to high viscosity.

Method B, to be outlined be¬

low, eliminates this limitation.
Method B. (Carr-Purcell Method)

A sequence composed

of a 90° pulse followed by several 180° pulses (see Figure
4-E) is applied to the sample.
times /7)(2t>j

.

Echoes are obtained at

it has been shown

that the amplitude of

the echoes decreases as:

C
in the limit as

->

0,

^
Thus in the limit as

effects of molecular diffusion are eliminated.

the

This is a

very useful technique for measuring spin-spin relaxation
times in liquids of low and high viscosity.
The spin-echo technique of measuring T

is primarily

useful in liquids; but it can be used in solids, if the
Bloch equations are valid in the solid.
Spin-Lattice Relaxation Time T]_
Method A.

Two 90° pulses are applied to the sample

with a separation

r> Tg.

The maximum value of the induc¬

tion decay tail following the second pulse is given by

vec) = v0(/- e“r/70Thus

Y.

- Y&J _
Vo

C

VTl
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Hence the spin-lattice relaxation time can be found from
the semi-log plot of
Method B.
at t

= ZT

as

a

function of £7 .

A 180° pulse is applied at t r 0 followed

by a 90° pulse.

The maximum amplitude of the

induction decay tail following the second pulse follows
the equation

so that for

~ ~E//un

Thus

~E/vuii
11

JbnZ-,

This is a rather quick and easy method for measuring T-^*
although the accuracy is not as good as that of Method A.
The inaccuracy results from the difficulty in locating the
value of
signal.

~C

which corresponds to zero induction decay

24
IV.

APPARATUS
The experimental equipment necessary to investigate

spin-echo and induction decay phenomenon in solids, liquids,
and gases must possess certain well defined character¬
istics ,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15

These characteristics will

be described in a general way in this section.

The ex¬

perimental equipment that has been built will be described
in detail in the next section of this thesis.
The equipment necessary to perform transient nuclear
magnetic resonance experiments must perform the following
five functions:
A. Radio-frequency power of proper frequency and
intensity must be generated.
B. Radio-frequency power must be supplied to the
sample under investigation in a suitable form,
and the nuclear resonance signal from the sample
must be detected.
C. The signal from the sample must be amplified,
detected, and displayed in a manner suitable for
analysis.
D. The sample must be contained in a constant,
homogeneous magnetic field.
E. The temperature of the sample must be controlled.
The sections of the equipment which perform these
five basic functions are denoted as the transmitter, sample

25
circuitry, receiver* magnet* and the temperature control
system, respectively,,
A,

The Transmitter
The transmitter in a spin-echo or induction decay

apparatus must he capable of supplying pulses of radio
frequency power of high intensity.

The length of the

pulses* i.e. their duration in time* the frequency of
the r-f* and the intensity of the r-f must be variable.
The necessary length and intensity of the pulses can be
calculated using the equation

& - V hrj
where:

is the angle through which the magneti¬
zation is rotated*
is the magnitude of the rotating magnetic field
produced by the r-f power* and
t

is the length of the r-f pulses.

The preceding equation determines the product of the
intensity and duration of the r-f pulses.

Two further

conditions must be satisfied by the duration and the
intensity of the pulsess
A.

The pulse width must be much shorter than the
relaxation times, i.e.^yy

* where T^

is the spin-lattice relaxation time and Tg is
the spin-spin relaxation time.

26
Be

must be much greater than the width of the
nuclear magnetic resonance line being observed.

These two inequalities place rather severe restric¬
tions on the pulse width and r-f intensity in solids where
Tg is usually less than 100 microseconds and the line
widths are several gauss.
The frequency of the r-f power is determined by the
gyromagnetic ratio of the sample being investigated;
GO0- <3tto
where:

6Oo is the frequency of the r-f from the trans¬
mitter,,

Y

is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nuclei* and

//v is

the external magnetic field.

Thus* the frequency of the r-f from the transmitter
depends on the value of HQ.

However* high frequencies are

generally used since the magnitude of the nuclear resonance
signal is directly proportional to the square of the
11
resonance frequency.

„

The transmitter must be capable of producing high
intensity r-f pulses separated by periods when it
produces no r-f.

Thus* a figure of merit of a transmitter

is the ratio of the magnitude of the r-f during the pulses
to that between the pulses.

For satisfactory operation

this ratio must be 10 -104 or even greater.
In order to indicate the order of magnitude of the

27
above quantities , the required frequency,, pulse width, and
19
magnetic fields will be calculated for P
resonance in

CaPg °
19
For P
o
s 2,52

/ 10

4

gauss

-x _x
second , Tg

varies from about 25 microseconds to 60 microseconds
depending on the crystal orientation in the magnetic field
HQ,

and the line width varies from 4 to 12 gauss.

For a

90° pulse

KID'5'
Thus, if t

gauss sec.

a 5 microseconds, the required value for the

magnetic field H-j_ is 12,5 gauss.

If the resonant frequency

is selected to be 6 mc/sec, then the required value for the
magnetic field HQ is 1,5 kilogauss.

Bo

Sample Circuitry
The sample circuitry consists of those circuits which

produce the rotating magnetic field

at the sample and

which pick up the nuclear resonance signals arising from
the

sampleo

These circuits must be designed to minimize

signal distortion and signal loss,

C»

The Receiver
The receiver must amplify and linearly detect the

signals it receives from the sample circuitry0

It must

possess good recovery characteristics from severe overload,

28
since the receiver is unavoidably overloaded during the
time the transmitter is operating.
The required sensitivity of the receiver can be es¬
timated by calculating the maximum nuclear resonance signal
by the following formula

where: a*b*Q*N are the diameter* length* quality factor*
and N number of.turns of the receiver coil;
I is the nuclear spinj

M' is the magnetic dipole moment of the sample
nuclei|

|

V is the volume of the samples
k is the Boltzmann constant?
T is the absolute temperature?
is the Larmor frequency of the nuclei? and
is the static magnetic field,
19 '
As an example* consider F
in GaFg and the following
HQ

values for the above quantities:
I s 1/2
a g ,397 cm
b s ,953 cm
Ns 30
n a 4,9 X 10

op 0
>z
cm"

k a 1,38 X 10“16 erg/°K

Q a 10

29
When these values are substituted into the above
formula the voltage induced in the receiver coil is found
to be 151 microvolts.

The voltage calculated using the

above formula is the maximum possible voltage.

Actually*,

in practice*, the induced voltage will be considerably
4
smaller. Thus the receiver must have a gain of 10 to
10

to produce voltages of sufficient magnitude to be ob~

servable on an oscilloscope.
If it is necessary to improve the signal to noise
15
ratios a phase sensitive detector
followed by a “Box
Carn integrator can be used.

This is especially useful

when nuclei with small gyromagnetic ratios are used.
The recovery characteristics of the receiver must be
such that., after severe overload*, it will be operating
linearly within a time small compared to Tg,
Do

The Magnet
The magnetic field

in time.

HQ

must be homogeneous and constant

The maximum inhomogeneity over the sample volume

should be considerably less than the width of the nuclear
resonance line being observed.

Generally*, for solids a

homogeneity of a small fraction of a gauss over the sample
volume is quite satisfactory,
Eo

The Temperature Control System
A thermostat which will accurately control the temperature
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is usually necessary for nuclear magnetic resonance ex¬
periments in solidso

The temperature range of most

interest is 0° K to approximately 300° K,

A
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V.

APPARATUS WHICH HAS BEEN CONSTRUCTED
Figure 2 is a block diagram of the apparatus which is

now in use„

The operation of each block on the diagram

will now be explained„
The transmitter is composed of the blocks labeled
Repetition Rate Control,, Pulse Sequence Generator,, Pulse
Mixer and Oscilloscope Trigger Generator,, Gated Power
Amplifier,, and R-F Signal Generator„
The repetition rate control determines the rate at
which a given sequence of pulses is repeated,

This rate

is limited by the magnitude of the spin-lattice relaxation
time T^s since the time between each sequence must be
several times T^„

The repetition rate control can be

provided in three wayss
lo

Manually by a button on the front panel of the
apparatus9

20

Automatically by the pulse sequence generator,,

30

Externally by the horizontal sweep output of an
oscilloscopeo

The source from which the repetition rate control is
taken depends on the repetition rate.9 which varies from 5
cycles/sec to about 0o02 cyeles/see0
The next block,, labeled pulse sequence generator,, is
shown in block diagram form in Figure 3»

This section of

the transmitter contains two Tektronix 162 Waveform
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generators and three Tektronix 161 Pulse generators.

The

two 162 waveform generators and one of the 161 pulse
generators are denoted as a pulse sequence selector.

They

provide a sequence of trigger voltages which activate the
remaining two 161 pulse generators, which produce the
negative pulses used by the transmitter.
In order to explain the operation of the pulse se¬
quence generator it will be necessary first to list the
characteristics of the 162 waveform generator:'and the 161
pulse generator.
The 162 waveform generator produces positive pulses
and decreasing positive sawtooth waveform.

The period

of these waveforms is variable from 100 microsecond to 10
seconds.

This generator can be activated externally in

three different ways;
1. Manually by a switch on the front panel of the
generator,
2, By an external positive trigger pulse.
3..

By an external positive gate pulse.

When an external trigger pulse is used, one waveform is
produced for each trigger pulse.

However, for an external

gate pulse, waveforms are produced as long as the gate
voltage exists.

The number of pulses produced on the gated

position depends on the duration of the gate and the period
of the output waveform from the 162 generator.

The 162
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waveform generator can also be triggered Internally so that
it will produce waveforms continuously.
The 161 pulse generator produces positive or negative
pulses with rise times of about 0.5 microseconds whose
amplitudes and durations are continuously variable from
5
0 to 50 volts and 10 microseconds to 10 microseconds,
respectively.

The 161 pulse generator can be triggered

by a positive pulse or by a decreasing positive sawtooth
voltage.

When triggered by a sawtooth voltage, the

generator can be set to trigger at any voltage level
of the sawtooth waveform.
The output waveforms of the 162 waveform generator
and the 161 pulse generator are shown in Figure 3(B).
The pulse sequences which must be produced by the
pulse sequence generator are shown in Figure 4.

The

sequences labeled D and E are the basic sequences.

The

remaining sequences are special cases of sequences D and
E.
Pulse sequence D is generated in the following man¬
ner (refer to Figure 3(A)).

The 162 generator labeled

(1) is set to produce both a positive pulse and a saw¬
tooth voltageo

The sawtooth voltage is sent to pulse

generator A which is adjusted to produce a pulse of width
tw after a time ZT .

The pulse from 162(1)

161(2) which produces a pulse of width T».

triggers
This pulse
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is sent to 162(3) which is on gated position.

The period

of the waveforms produced by 162(3) is set to be T, so
that the number of waveforms produced is n » T’/T.

Each

of these waveforms triggers pulse generator B which
produces n pulses of width tw.

The lengths, separations,

and number of pulses produced can be changed continuously.
It can be seen that sequences A, B, and C can be obtained
in exactly the same manner if n s 1 and the pulse widths
are properly selected.
Pulse sequence E is generated in a similar manner.
Again 162(1) is set to produce a pulse and a sawtooth.
But this time the pulse is sent to pulse generator A
which immediately produces a pulse of width t ,

The saw¬

tooth voltage is sent to 161(2) which produces a pulse of
width T! after a time XT

.

This pulse is sent to 162(3)

which is in the gated position.

The period of the wave¬

forms produced by 162(3) is set at 2 J
waveforms produced is n

m

T,,/2^‘

.

.

Each of

The number of
the

wave¬

forms from 162(3) triggers pulse generator B which is set
to produce pulses of width 2 tw.

Again sequences A, B,

and 0 can be obtained by setting n a 1 and properly ad¬
justing the pulse widths.
A diagram of the pulse mixer and oscilloscope trigger
generator is shown in Figure 5.

The pulses from pulse

generators A and B are sent through diodes to two cathode
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followers.

The output of one of the cathode followers is

sent to the gated amplifier, the other to the trigger in¬
put of an oscilloscope.
The circuit diagram of the gated amplifier is shown in
Figure 6.

The negative pulses from the pulse mixer are sent

to the grid of a 12BH7-A tube.

R-f from a Hewlett-Packard

Model 606 A signal generator is supplied to the grid of
the 6AC7 which functions as a gated amplifier.

The pulses

of r-f at the plate of the 6AC7 tube pass through two stages
of amplification and are then applied to the grid of the
3E29.

The 3E29 is normally biased far beyond cut-off and

operates only during the pulses.

The output current of

the gated amplifier as a function of the output impedance
is shown in Figure 7.

The gated amplifier will work over

the frequency range 5-9 mc/sec.

The ratio of the r-f

output during the pulses to that produced between the
4
pulses is equal to or greater than 10 .
Sample Circuitry
Figure 8 is a diagram of the sample circuitry in use
at present.

The transmitter coil, L, is connected to the

transmitter output through an impedance matching network.
The impedance of the transmitter circuit at resonance is
given by

/‘Os.'?
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where:

Cd is the frequency of the input r-f power,

Q is the quality factor of the transmitter coil.
The current flowing in the transmitter coil is given
by the formula:

j£(j0 yL *

\ij- \jz) *r>
where i

is the current supplied by the transmitter to the
0

sample circuitry.
Thus, by properly selecting the Q of the transmitter
coil, the impedance of the transmitter circuitry can be
selected to be any value.

The value of 50 ohms was selected

so that 50 ohm coaxial cable could be used to connect the
transmitter to the sample circuitry.
The transmitter coil consists of two cylin dr ical coils
separated by a distance b.

The dimensions are as follows:

b s 0.954 cm-average coil separation,
a s 1.27 cm-radius of the coils, and
N - 22-total number of turns on the coils.
The calculated value of the magnetic field at the sample
is t

.

i = ■£(.

H

£'aW. \

Ogfoti-f'ft

H-j_ » 2.77 gauss/ampere.
The receiver coil is the inductive element in a par¬
allel resonant circuit, which is connected to the input of
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the receiver through a cathode follower for impedance
matching purposes.
The Q* s of the transmitter coil and receiver coil
were selected so that the proper impedances were obtained
and the waveforms were not distorted.

A further factor

that limits the magnitudes of the Q's is coil ringing.
The ringing produced in the coils by pulses decays as

Trey*
u

0**“ ^0

.

Low Q’s are desirable to prevent coil ringing

from obscuring the nuclear resonance signal.

On the other

hand5 the signal amplitude in the receiver coil depends
directly on the Q on the receiver coil.

Thus a compromise

must be reached between coil ringing times and signal
sizes.

Q's on the order of 10-15 were used.

The Receiver
Figure 10 is a circuit diagram of the receiver used.
The superhetrodyne receiver has an i-f frequency of
2 mc/sec and a bandwidth of about 200 kilocycles/sec.
Three stages of i-f amplification followed by a diode
detector and a cathode follower output provide an am5
plification of about 10 . The i-f amplifier stages are
coupled with inductively tuned bifilar transformers.

The

recovery time from complete saturation is about 25 micro¬
seconds.
The output of the receiver is sent to a Tektronix 515

or 545 A oscilloscope for observation,,
The Magnet and Temperature Control System
A Varian V-4007 six inch magnet was used to supply
magnetic field of proper magnitude and homogeneity.

All

work described in this thesis was done at room tempera¬
ture o
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VI.

EXPERIMENTAL
In order to check the accuracy and flexibility of the

apparatus, spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation times
were measured in water and glycerine.

The measurements

were made at a frequency of 6 mc/sec and at room tempera¬
ture.

All four methods which were described in Section III

were employed to measure the relaxation times.

The limita¬

tions of Method A (page 21) for measuring Tg and Method B
(page 2g) for measuring

are clearly shown.

Figure 12(a) shows the formation of a spin-echo in
water by a 90°-180° pulse sequence.

The pulses of r=f

power are not visible, but the induction decay following
the 90

o

pulse is clearly visible.

The induction decay

signal persists for approximately 0.3 milliseconds.

In

water the line width is due almost wholly to inhomogeneous
broadening arising from inhomogeneity in HQ.

The inhomo¬

geneity in

HQ

is given approximately by:

where

is the lifetime of the induction decay signal.

This leads to an inhomogeneity of about 0.8 gauss over the
volume occupied by the sample of water.

It Is apparent

from Figure 12(a) that the spin-echo has the same form as
two induction decay tails back to back.
Figure 12(b) is an attempt to measure the spin-spin
relaxation time in water by Method A (page 21).

It is
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apparent from this figure that the decay of the echo
amplitude is not an exponential function of time.

Hahn

has shown that this decay can be described quite satis-

-ht3
factorily by 0 3 .

Thus, in liquids such as water

with low viscosity, the decay of the echo amplitude is
governed by molecular diffusion.
Figure 15(a) shows the application of Method A
(page 21) for the measurement of T
*

in a liquid of high
<5

viscosity (glycerine in the figure).

The plot of the echo

amplitude on semi-log paper gives a value of 23,2 milli¬
seconds for the spin-spin relaxation time.

Thus for

liquids of moderate to high viscosity Method A is a satis¬
factory way of measuring the spin-spin relaxation time.
Figure 14(a) is a sequence of echoes obtained from
water after the application of a Carr-Purcell sequence of
r-f pulses.

A plot of the echo amplitude gives a value

of 18.1 milliseconds for the spin-spin relaxation time for
water at room temperature.

Comparison of Figures 12(a) and

14(a) shows the extent to which molecular diffusion can be
eliminated by a Carr-Purcell sequence.
Figures 15(a) and 16(a) show the measurement of T^ in
glycerine by Methods A and B (page- 22), respectively.
Figure 15(a) clearly shows the exponential growth of the
magnetization after saturation.

The time constant associated

with this growth is found to be T^ = 41 milliseconds.
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Method B (page 23) gives a value of 56 milliseconds for
this constant.

The accuracy of Method A is far superior

to that of Method B because of the following two reasons
1, The pulse widths in Method B must be exactly
90° and 180°,
2, The location of

which corresponds to a

null signal is very inaccurate because of the de¬
terioration of the signal to noise ratio*
The accuracy of Method B is probably no better than

£

$.

20

Figure 15(b) shows the formation of 5 echoes when 3,
90° pulses are applied.

The second echo, called the

stimulated echo, can be used to measure the spin-lattice
6
relaxation time in liquids.
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APPENDIX I
A linearly polarized magnetic field 2H-^cos Ufa t

A
i

can be written as the sum of two counter rotating mag¬
netic fields*

l4t cm
Ui

i

1#

£ -MiAMtVfrl' j •

2o

where 10 rotates clockwise and 2, rotates counterclock¬
wise o
In describing nuclear magnetic resonance experiments
it is assumed that only one of these rotating components
is capable of producing a resonance condition since the
other is off resonance by

2(Xk »

This has been found to

be a very good approximation but the effect of the counter
rotating component has been calculated and measured ex3
perimentally0
If necessary* it is possible to produce a rotating
magnetic field by using two orthogonal transmitter coils
o
16
which are 90 out of phase with each other0
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APPENDIX II
Nuclear magnetic resonance lines have non-zero width
in all solids, liquids, and gases because of inhomogeneous
electric and magnetic fields and because of interactions
among the nuclei.

In liquids and gases in a very homo¬

geneous external magnetic field the natural line width
may be very small (on the order of milligauss) because
the random motion of the nuclei destroys the effective¬
ness of the dipole fields in producing relaxation.

In

solids, however, the nuclei are almost fixed and this
motional line

narrowing is usually negligible, so that

natural line widths of 4 to 20 gauss are quite common.
As a result of these interactions, a macroscopic sample
of a material will not possess a unique Larmor frequency,
but a continuous distribution of Larmor frequencies.
It has already been pointed out that to measure the
relaxation times

and T2 it is necessary to saturate the

magnetization, i.e. to equalize the populations of all
energy levels and reduce the average nuclear magnetization
to zero, with a 90° pulse of r-f power.

The condition for

saturation is that at each Larmor frequency of the sample
the pulse width and the magnitude of H-^ satisfy the equa¬
tion

1
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In order that this condition be satisfied it is neces¬
sary that the pulse of r-f, having a carrier frequency

OUD~ contain other frequencies of almost equal ampli¬
tude, so that the frequency distribution in the pulse is
broader than the distribution of Larmor frequencies.
If it is assumed that the pulse of r-f power can be
expressed by the equations

■W) =

?o c&corf

Uf) - o
where
t

coo'V/4

4*

\6)'!>

2.

is the carrier frequency of the pulse and

is the length of the pulse, then its frequency spectrum

can be obtained by calculating the absolute value of its
Fourier transform.

I

1 >I ,

,«*/- f

The integration of equation 3 leads to the result:
p /iv/

IFiU/)I =

CLU0-uJ)

f

CUetKljt& h

In most nuclear magnetic resonance experiments

‘Oo^-lO

so that the second term in Equation 4 is negligible.

10,/vV / JXM

^

C LQ»-w) ^ \

6

(M*M**!' /

”

Now it is desirable to compute the amplitude of the
component at

OJ as compared to that at

a)0

.
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IFt 0)1 _

*

Thus for complete saturation we require MM>)
as close as possible to unity when
Larmor frequency„

to be

CAj corresponds to a

To see what conditions this places on

and tw; /\LL)=LU0-tth-3 assumed to represent the line width
of the nuclear magnetic resonance line of interest0

Then

using Equation 1 we have:

■£w

7T
Z.
ay/// “ a.(O, *
_

=

Now Equation 7 Is substituted Into Equation 6 giving:

8,

CH- ^0,)
Also it should be noted that the function AMX/X
approaches unity as x approaches zero so that for

M

to be close to unity it is necessary that:

^7/ ^ I

9,

or OUj »■&<#
Or since /\Uj ~ XAH,.

and

CDt ~

Equation 9 can be written in the form:

4

(Ali\ •

10
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